Security is undoubtedly top of mind for organizations deploying IoT solutions, as it is estimated 97% of organizations implementing IoT are concerned about security. Many businesses even cite IoT security as prohibitive to IoT success, with nearly 20% claiming security is their top IoT challenge. With potential risks including massive data overage costs, exposure of sensitive data to unauthorized parties, and damage to brand reputation and customer success, it’s critical that organizations deploying IoT have the tools in place they need to properly protect their connected solutions.*

With KORE SecurityPro, organizations have the diagnostic and troubleshooting tool you need to monitor and secure the network traffic of their connections on a device level. SecurityPro provides the network visibility and actionable intelligence that connected organizations need to protect their IoT devices and the data they transmit from potential anomalies, reducing costs and mitigating security risks.

Key Features and Functionality

Real-Time Traffic Monitoring – access live network traffic views based on shallow packet and session inspection, trending, and monitoring.

Visibility into Multiple Conditions – gain visibility into various device-oriented network conditions including IP address or port changes, specific network protocol types, IMEI changes, time-based events, anomalous communication patterns, as well as loss of connection or outage.

Complex Rules with Actions – set rules with automated actions and email notifications based on certain condition alerts.

Endpoint Management – leverage user-defined groups of connected devices to set rules at the individual device or group-level.

User-Friendly Reporting – access interactive, customizable dashboards that deliver real-time visibility into live data traffic based on threat severity level or group violations – among others – complemented by universal search and drill-down capabilities.
Why SecurityPro?
With barriers ranging from lack of visibility into device-level network connectivity behavior, inability to identify data overages, and lack of protection against device tampering, managing IoT security can be a complex, high-risk endeavor. Organizations need a powerful service that enables them to quickly and easily:

- Gain visibility into unplanned device behavior for faster action and problem resolution
- Reduce data overages and billing costs
- Quickly identify security breaches and mitigate potential risks
- Address vulnerabilities before they become a costly reality

Getting started with IoT is simple and streamlined with KORE as your expert partner.

With connectivity, API integrations, and platforms, KORE end-to-end solutions support your operations.

KORE is your trusted advisor to help you scale your IoT projects intelligently.

With enhanced protection for connected devices, KORE simplifies IoT and enables organizations to maximize their returns on IoT investments. For more information, reach out to KORE today.

korewireless.com